Nanografting De Novo Proteins onto Gold Surfaces
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The immobilization of novel proteins onto addressable locations on a flat surface has potential applications in a range of biotechnologies. Here we describe the nanopatterning of a de novo protein onto a gold surface. Patterning was achieved using a technique called nanografting, in which the tip of an atomic force microscope is used to disrupt a preexisting monolayer of alkanethiol molecules on a gold surface, thereby facilitating exchange with alternative thiol-linked molecules from the surrounding solution. The protein used for these studies was chosen from a designed combinatorial library of de novo sequences expressed in E. coli and was engineered to have a glycine-glycine-cysteine tag at its C-terminus, thereby enabling attachment to the gold surface through a single cysteine thiol. The average height of the grafted protein patterns was found to be somewhat higher than expected from the known NMR structure of the protein. Compression of the nanografted patches by an external force (below 10 nN) was reversible but showed some hysteresis. Interestingly, both the energy required to deform the immobilized protein patterns and the energy defined by the hysteresis loop were found to be of the same order as the energy required to unfold the monomeric protein in solution. These studies demonstrate the possibility of preparing nanometer scale protein arrays, lowering significantly the volume requirements of the protein samples necessary to fabricate protein-based biosensor arrays and thereby providing a base for increasing their sensitivity.

Introduction

Substantial effort has been directed toward the construction of biosensors on the nanometer scale.1,2 Biosensors are analytical devices that (i) use biological molecules to incorporate molecular recognition and/or catalyze reactions at a surface and (ii) use a physical transducer to translate this recognition and/or catalysis into optical, electrical or magnetic signals.2 Although considerable research in this field has focused on “DNA chips”, recent progress in proteomics highlights the need for protein microarrays.3 The use of microarrays to probe protein activity has several advantages: Each protein can be addressed individually; multiple identifications can be carried out in a single round under well defined conditions; and identification procedures are relatively fast.4 To take full advantage of this technique, it is important to control the spatial arrangement of the proteins. To achieve such control, several techniques are available: These include microcontact printing, dip-pen nanolithography, ink-jet printing, and photolithography.5 Moving from the microscale to the nanoscale offers several advantages: The quantities of sample required are reduced, each pattern may be more homogeneous because of its smaller size, and specific interactions between proteins can be observed at higher resolution. The knowledge obtained from nanoscale studies can be used to design nanoscale detectors for future technological applications.

Nanoscale biosensors that use proteins are particularly attractive because molecular recognition sites with high affinity and exquisite selectivity for specified target molecules can be found in natural proteins or can be engineered into artificial proteins.2 Early attempts to construct protein-based biosensors relied on natural proteins.6 However, because natural proteins have evolved to perform particular functions in specific biological environments, they may not be optimal for certain technological applications. In contrast, proteins designed de novo can potentially be “tailor-made” for specified applications. Consequently, for the current studies, we focused on a protein isolated from a large combinatorial library of de novo amino acid sequences.

Proteins can be immobilized on a surface either by physical adsorption or through specific chemical linkers. When proteins are physically adsorbed onto a surface, their orientations relative to the surface can be difficult to control. Moreover, randomly oriented physical adsorption can disturb the tertiary structure of the protein, and hence its structure-dependent functionality. To design effective biosensors, it is crucial to control the coupling of the de novo protein to the detecting surface. Therefore, for the current studies, we engineered a unique chemical linkage (the thiol of a C-terminal cysteine) into our protein, thereby providing a unique site for immobilization.

The AFM-based nanografting technique introduced by Liu in 1997 has distinct advantages in that it enables the coupling of a protein to a surface without disturbing its tertiary structure.7 The basic idea of nanografting is to use an AFM tip to disturb the original molecules (e.g., thiols on gold) from a specified area of a monolayer, thereby enabling different thiol molecules from a contacting surface to self-assemble onto the gold surface.8 Scoles et al.9 have described a nanografting protocol that uses an AFM tip to disrupt a preexisting alkanethiol layer on a gold surface, thereby facilitating exchange with alternative thiol-linked molecules from the surrounding solution. The protein used for these studies was chosen from a designed combinatorial library of de novo sequences expressed in E. coli and was engineered to have a glycine-glycine-cysteine tag at its C-terminus, thereby enabling attachment to the gold surface through a single cysteine thiol. The average height of the grafted protein patterns was found to be somewhat higher than expected from the known NMR structure of the protein. Compression of the nanografted patches by an external force (below 10 nN) was reversible but showed some hysteresis. Interestingly, both the energy required to deform the immobilized protein patterns and the energy defined by the hysteresis loop were found to be of the same order as the energy required to unfold the monomeric protein in solution. These studies demonstrate the possibility of preparing nanometer scale protein arrays, lowering significantly the volume requirements of the protein samples necessary to fabricate protein-based biosensor arrays and thereby providing a base for increasing their sensitivity.
solution to self-assemble by diffusion or exchange onto the exposed gold sites. The surface can be imaged at a low force and then patterned with different molecules at a higher force. Because imaging and patterning are accomplished using the same tip under the same conditions, tip-induced and environmentally variable effects on reproducibility can be minimized. Moreover, nanografting can be used not only to pattern a surface at the nanometer scale, but also to pattern and visualize several different monolayer patches at several different addressable locations.

Compared to the widely used patterning method of microcontact printing, nanografting, being a serial procedure, is a slower tool for nanofabrication. However, once the initial nanografted surfaces have been constructed, these patterns have the possibility to be used for pattern transfer in a manner analogous to the way that masks made by e-beam lithography are used for pattern transfer in microcontact printing. However, nanografting as a lithographic technique has much higher resolution than microcontact printing. Moreover, since the nanografting procedure is carried out in aqueous solutions, nanografted proteins are more likely to retain their bioactivity.

Another significant advantage of nanografting is that the nanografted patches are normally better ordered than the surrounding monolayer. This leads to the possibility of controlling the orientation and the packing of proteins. Having a well-organized protein patch has several advantages: First, in contrast to individual protein molecules, which would be easily bent or influenced by the AFM tip, dense patches of protein are likely to be more stable and therefore more resistant to the force exerted by the AFM tip. This enables one to study the height of these patches and their response to external forces. Second, although measuring the binding affinity or electron-transfer properties of a single protein is difficult, these measurements become easier with a protein patch. Finally, given the notorious reluctance of membrane proteins to crystallize, studies of nanografted protein patches, which resemble proteins in a membrane (at least half a membrane), may provide insights that pave the way toward achieving two-dimensional crystallization of membrane proteins.

The packing of proteins into patches also presents several challenges: For example, tight packing may interfere with the natural recognition and catalytic functions of a protein. By learning to control and measure packing density, we hope, eventually, to turn this drawback into an opportunity to study how protein–protein interactions influence both protein–ligand recognition and enzymatic activity.

Here we report the nanografting and characterization of a de novo 4-helix bundle protein onto the (111) surface of gold. The particular protein used here was engineered to contain a Gly-Gly-Cys linker at its C-terminus. The terminal cysteine provides a thiol bridge for attachment to the gold surface. This protein, which we call S-824-C, was derived from a previously reported protein, S-824. S-824 and S-824-C have the same amino acid sequence, except that the former lacks the engineered C-terminal tripeptide linker. The “parental” S-824 protein was chosen from a library of 102-residue sequences designed to fold into 4-helix bundles. This library was designed using the “binary code” strategy, in which each position in an amino acid sequence is designed to be either polar or nonpolar, but the exact identity of each polar and nonpolar residue is not specified, and is varied combinatorially. The 3-dimensional structure of S-824 was determined recently by NMR, and as specified by the binary code design, it is a 4-helix bundle with a polar exterior and a hydrophobic core (Figure 1).

Protein S-824-C was nanografted onto a gold surface that had been previously covered with a monolayer of octadecanethiol (C18). The nanografting procedure replaced the sulfur–gold interaction of the alkanethiol with a sulfur–gold interaction involving the C-terminal cysteine of the protein, as shown in Figure 2.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Mutagenesis, Protein Expression, Purification, and Characterization.** DNA encoding protein S-824 was modified using PCR to add a glycine-glycine-cysteine linker at the C-terminal end of the protein sequence. This modified cysteine-containing sequence is called S-824-C. S-824-C was cloned into plasmid pET11a (Novagen). Protein was expressed in *E. coli* strain BL21 (DE3) grown in 2xYT. Protein was extracted from the cells using the freeze–thaw method and then solubilized in 100 mM MgCl2 containing 1 mM DTT (1,4-dithiothreitol). Cellular contaminants were removed by acid precipitation in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.2). The resulting supernatant was loaded onto a Porus HS cation exchange column (PerSeptive Biosystems) in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl. In the presence of 1 mM TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine) and 1 mM DTT, the cysteine was maintained in the reduced state and the protein was predominantly monomeric.

The concentration of protein in solution was measured by UV spectroscopy at 280 nm using a Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode spectrophotometer.
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array spectrophotometer. The extinction coefficient \( \varepsilon \) at 280 nm for protein S-824-C under the AFM buffer conditions is 6990 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\). Free sulphydryl groups were assayed using Ellman’s reagent.\(^{14}\)

For AFM studies the protein was dissolved at \( \approx 700 \mu M \) in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.2, trifluoroethanol (10% \( v/v \)), and 1 mM TCEP. TCEP serves to keep the sulphydryl groups reduced. Unlike DTT or mercaptoethanol, TCEP is not involved in the exchange reactions with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of thiols. During nanografting, the alkanethiols are displaced by thiol-terminated proteins. To enhance the solubility of the displaced alkanethiols 10% \( v/v \) trifluoroethanol (TFE) was added to the aqueous buffer.

It is known that cysteine headgroups form different SAMs than alkane thiols, because the main molecular axis is parallel to the gold surfaces.\(^{15}\) However, we do not expect this factor to have a major impact on our experiments because the glycine-glycine-cysteine linker at the C-terminus of the protein sequence should be flexible enough to allow the protein to orient into the most stable structure.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy measurements were performed using an Aviv model 62 DS spectropolarimeter, with protein dissolved in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Thermal unfolding experiments, monitored by CD, showed that the cysteine-terminated protein S-824-C had a similar stability to the parent S-824 protein. Although TFE is known to increase the \( \beta \)-helicity of unfolded polypeptides,\(^{16}\) CD spectroscopy showed that addition of TFE did not significantly change the \( \beta \)-helicity of the well-folded structure of protein S-824-C.

(b) Preparation of Alkanethiol SAMs. Gold surfaces were prepared by thermal deposition of gold onto mica surfaces. Mica substrates (Ruby Muscovite mica, S&J trading) were freshly prepared by thermal deposition of gold onto mica surfaces. Mica substrates were taken out of the vacuum and immediately put single atomic steps. After cooling in the evaporator, the gold islands of single crystals of gold. The tops of these gold islands 290 °C before 1200 Å gold (99.999% pure CERAC) films were deposited. This deposition process yields a surface composed of islands of single crystals of gold. The tops of these gold islands are plateaus, as large as 300 nm in lateral dimensions with few single atomic steps. After cooling in the evaporator, the gold substrates were taken out of the vacuum and immediately put into a 30 mM solution of \( \text{SH}-(\text{CH}_2)_{17}-\text{CH}_3 \) thiols (C18) in 2-butanol and incubated for at least 48 h.

(c) AFM Imaging and Nanografting. Imaging was carried out using a Digital Instruments (Santa Barbara, CA) multimode Nanoscope III. Cantilevers were silicon nitride or oxide-sharpened (Digital Instruments) with a spring constant of 0.58 N m\(^{-1}\). The scanner (Type E, Digital Instruments) had an accessible area of 16.7 × 16.7 mm and was calibrated by measuring atomically resolved gold steps. All experiments were carried out in a liquid cell at room temperature.

Nanografting was accomplished via a three-step procedure: First the alkanethiol SAM was imaged by scanning at low force. These scans were done on the top of a gold single crystal island, where the surface is generally flat and only a few gold steps are visible. Second, an area of approximately 150 nm × 150 nm was scanned at a force just above the threshold force to effectively remove the original C18 molecules. During this step, the proteins from the solution above the surface attach onto the freshly exposed gold surface and assemble to form a protein “island”. Third, the freshly patterned surface was examined again at minimum forces.

Results

(a) Nanografting the Proteins into C18 Layers. In the five experiments in which we successfully nanografted protein S-824-C into C18 SAMs, we observed the formation of 15 patterns. A typical pattern is shown in Figure 3.

We measured the height of seven patterns. These heights were measured 400 times at variable forces (0–5 nN). Figure 4 shows a histogram of all height differences measured between the protein layers and the surrounding C18 matrix. Although there is a fairly large spread in the measurements, most of the measured heights fall in the range of 3–6 nm above the C18 matrix. Since the height of the C18 matrix is 2.2 nm above the gold surface, the measured heights indicate that the top of the protein is approximately 5–8 nm above the gold surface. To compare this with the expected height, we consider the heights of both the protein and the C-terminal Gly-Gly-Cys linker.

The NMR structure of protein S-824 (without the linker) indicates the height of the 4-helix bundle is 4.5 nm. The height of the Gly-Gly-Cys linker in the fully extended form would be 1.3 nm. If not fully extended, its height would be approximately 1 nm. Thus, the height of the protein would be expected to be 5.5–5.8 nm above the gold surface. The discrepancy between the expected and observed heights is discussed below.

(b) Effect of Imaging Force on Patch Height. The viscoelastic properties of the nanografted protein patches were assessed by probing their response to an applied force. The height differences between the nanografted protein patches and the C18 matrix are plotted against the applied forces in Figure 5. In panel a, series 1–3 show sequential measurements of a single patch (the patch shown in Figure 3). In series 1 and 2, the force was increased from its minimum to 5 nN and all measurements were obtained sequentially in the time space of 30 min. In series 3, however, the same patch was scanned 3 h later with the force increased from its minimum to 6 nN. Comparison of series 1 with series 3 shows that, given
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enough time, the patch recovers to its original state. Thus, these data show that the compression is reversible, and the protein patches are elastic. Panels b and c show similar measurements for two different patches.

The data shown in Figure 5 can be used to estimate the energy required to deform the immobilized protein molecules. The energy transferred from the tip to the sample is the integral of the product of the applied force times the resulting displacement, which is the area under the displacement vs force curve. This energy is approximately $30 \times 10^{-18}$ J. The estimated size of the area of contact between the tip and the proteins is 1000 sq nm. According to the NMR structure of protein S-824, the cross-section of the protein at its widest point is approximately $3 \times 3$ nm. Thus, the tip compresses (within a factor of 2) 100 protein molecules. Consequently, the energy required to deform a single protein molecule is approximately $30 \times 10^{-20}$ J. This corresponds to 180 kJ/mol or 43 kcal/mol.

Figure 5a shows that the first two scans, obtained within the first 30 min, do not superimpose, whereas scan number 3 does agree with the first. This hysteresis demonstrates that recovery of the original structure is not instantaneous and indicates that energy is temporarily stored in the protein patch. This stored energy that corresponds to the area shaded gray between the two curves in panel 5a is approximately $12 \times 10^{-18}$ J. Assuming 100 protein molecules are impacted by the tip (see above), this corresponds to 72 kJ/mol or 16.8 kcal/mol.

The data shown in panels b and c also show some hysteresis. Although further experiments will be required to determine the precise value of the energy stored per molecule, this value can be estimated from the experiments shown in Figure 5. Taking all of the data together, we estimate that the stored energy per molecule is 14 kcal/mol with an error of about 20%. (This error takes into account the dispersion of the data, but not the error in the estimate of the number of molecules that experience the force of the AFM tip, which as indicated above, is about a factor of 2.) We can compare this value to the $\Delta G$ of 7.7 kcal/mol measured for the unfolding of protein S-824 in solution. Given (i) the uncertainties associated with the structure and packing density of protein S-824-C in the nanografted patches (see also the discussion section below), (ii) the dramatically different environments of the protein in the nanografted patches versus free in solution, and (iii) the substantial differences between a denatured monomeric protein in solution and a deformed protein compressed in a dense patch on a surface, these values are remarkably similar.

Finally, although it is clear that many more measurements must be done before this technique is fully validated, we feel that the present results are reproducible enough and tantalizing enough to suggest this method as a reliable way to determine the stability of a folded biopolymer in a monolayer.

(c) Threshold Force Required to Produce Protein Patterns. For nanografiting, it is important to establish the threshold force required to remove the original thiol molecules without disturbing the underlying layer of gold. The threshold force is tested each time by gradually increasing the grafting force until a complete square pattern is made. For example, Figure 6 shows a pattern made by nanografiting, with the tip scanning from top to bottom. Although the photodiode readings of the AFM cantilever were maintained constant, the intrinsic properties of the piezoelectric materials of the scanner cause the actual force between the tip and the sample to decreases slightly from the top to the bottom of the pattern. At the top, the force is just sufficient to remove the original thiol molecules, and a stable protein pattern is formed. However, at the bottom of the image, the force is not sufficient to remove the original thiol molecules; consequently, the C$_{18}$ layer remains mostly intact, and no protein layer is formed. This experiment demonstrates that penetration of the alkanethiols is a prerequisite for patch formation, thereby showing that the observed protein patches comprise proteins that are chemically adsorbed onto the freshly exposed gold and are not merely physically absorbed onto the C$_{18}$ SAMs.
Figure 5. Height differences between grafted protein patches and the C18 matrix were measured as a function of the imaging force. (a) Series 1–3 are sequential studies of the same pattern. All scans were obtained starting at low force values and gradually increasing the force to its maximum values. Series 1 and 2 were obtained within the time span of 30 min, whereas series 3 was obtained 3 h later (a single scan lasts 1.5 min). The shaded area between the two curves represents the energy stored in the proteins compressed by the tip. (b) Series 4 through 6 show three series of height vs force scans of another protein patch. The series were obtained by starting at low force values and gradually increasing the force to its maximum values. All three scans were obtained in the time span of 25 min. (c) Series 7 and 8 show similar measurement done on another protein patch. Both series were obtained in a time span of 16 min.

(d) Self-Reorganized Protein Layers. Figure 7 shows a series of sequential images of a protein pattern. Initially, the patch was imaged at a low force after the proteins were nanografted (Figure 7a). The height of the patch is 5 nm higher than the surrounding C18 matrix. After this image was recorded, the pattern was scanned at high forces more than 40 times and then re-imaged at a low force. The resulting image is shown in Figure 7b. In this image (and other similar images), it is clear that the protein patch has been displaced. Next, the surface was soaked in a solution of protein for more than 24 h. The resulting surface was then re-imaged at a low force. This final image, shown in Figure 7c, reveals a new protein patch. This new patch again measures 5 nm higher than the surrounding C18 matrix. This study shows that during the 24-hour soaking, protein molecules can readsorb onto a previously nanografted surface and self-assemble into an ordered layer.

(e) Patches Formed by Exchange of Proteins with Thiol Molecules in Defective Areas of the SAM. Defects in the C18 SAM can expose the underlying gold surface. The number and distribution of these defects depend on the compactness and order of the C18 layer.
Because the C18 alkanethiol molecules surrounding these defects experience fewer van der Waals interactions with neighboring C18 alkanethiol molecules, they have an enhanced propensity to desorb from the gold surface. The resulting exposure of the gold surface provides a target for the spontaneous adsorption of protein molecules from the solution. These spontaneously exchanged islands can be as large as tens of nanometers.

We have observed many of these spontaneously exchanged islands. Figure 8 shows a histogram displaying the distribution of heights for 1200 measurements of 150 images of spontaneously exchanged islands. Each count represents the average of multiple measurements obtained from one image. An average of four to five readings was made for each of the 150 images. Overall, there are 1200 height measurements.

Because the C18 alkanethiol molecules surrounding these defects experience fewer van der Waals interactions with neighboring C18 alkanethiol molecules, they have an enhanced propensity to desorb from the gold surface. The resulting exposure of the gold surface provides a target for the spontaneous adsorption of protein molecules from the solution. These spontaneously exchanged islands can be as large as tens of nanometers.

We have observed many of these spontaneously exchanged islands. Figure 8 shows a histogram displaying the distribution of heights for 1200 measurements of 150 images of spontaneously exchanged islands. The maximum in the height distribution of the exchanged islands is 3 nm higher than the C18 matrix. This means that these exchanged patches of protein are approximately 5 nm high, which is close to the expected height of ~5.5 nm for the protein attached to the surface through a Gly-Gly-Cys linker.

**Discussion**

The studies reported herein demonstrate that a de novo 4-helix bundle isolated from a combinatorial library of novel proteins can be nanografted into addressable patches on a gold surface. The approach described here for nanografting protein S-824-C is generally applicable to other proteins, whether natural or designed de novo. The generality of the approach is illustrated by the following:

(i) Protein S-824-C was expressed from a synthetic gene cloned in E. coli and was purified using standard procedures applicable to most proteins, either natural or designed. (ii) The C-terminal Gly-Gly-Cys that provided an accessible thiol for nanografting was engineered into the protein by PCR-based mutagenesis procedures that can be applied to virtually any protein. (iii) The structure of protein S-824 is a 4-helix bundle, which is a common motif both in natural proteins and in proteins designed de novo.17 (iv) Finally, protein S-824, like many natural 4-helix bundles binds heme, a redox-active cofactor, which can enable electrochemical detection of ligand binding.18

Although we readily nanografted numerous patches of protein S-824-C, the experiments were technically challenging, and the nanografting protocol produced well-defined patches only in approximately one of three attempts. Even when protein patches were achieved, their measured heights varied and were not always identical to the expected height (see Figure 4). Moreover, the patches were relatively soft and compressible (see Figure 5).

The current study can be contrasted with our earlier study, wherein we nanografted a synthetic three α-helix metalloprotein [Fe(apVaLdC26)3]2+ into a C18 SAM surface.19 In that study, we found that protein patches could be produced in nearly all attempts, the heights spanned a narrow range that was close to the expected height, and the heights remained constant at forces up to 25 nN.

Why does protein S-824-C produce patches less reliably and with lower stability than [Fe(apVaLdC26)3]2+? To address this question, we note that S-824-C was bonded to the gold surface via a single cysteine thiol at the terminus of its 102 residue sequence, whereas [Fe(apVaLdC26)]2+ was bonded to the surface by three thiols, one at the end of each of its three 26-residue helices. The
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presence of a thiol anchor at the terminus of each helix apparently stabilized the protein–gold interaction and favored well-ordered protein patches.

For protein S-824-C, it was more difficult to produce well-defined patterns of uniform height. Moreover, as described above, there was a discrepancy between expected heights of the patches (based on the NMR structure of protein S-824) and the observed heights: The measured heights placed the top of the protein approximately 5–8 nm above the gold surface, whereas the expected height would have been 5.5–5.8 nm above the gold surface. Thus, the average heights observed in the experiments were higher than expected.

The taller-than-expected structures might be explained as follows: The entire protein (MW > 12 000) was bound to the gold surface by a single sulfhydryl on the Gly-Gly-Cys linker at the C-terminus of the protein. This tripeptide linker has a much smaller cross-section than the 4-helix bundle protein (see Figure 2). Therefore, if all of the sulfhydryl groups in a sample of protein seek the gold surface, then there would not be sufficient space for the 4-helix bundle proteins to pack. This situation is analogous to packing mushrooms:20 If the vertical stems achieve close packing at their bases, then close packing will not be possible for the mushroom caps. This effect may destabilize the formation of 4-helix bundles in the nanografted patches and favor an alternative structure in which the protein refolds upon adsorption to the gold substrate. Such refolding might cause the α-helices to propagate through the first and third turns, thereby producing a long 2-helix hairpin rather than the shorter 4-helix bundle seen in solution and shown in Figure 1. The estimated height of this hairpin topology would be ~7.5 nm, rather than the 4.5 nm observed in the NMR structure of S-824 free in solution. The hydrophobic surface of such a hairpin would be buried partially in the hairpin itself and partially by dimerization with another hairpin. The resulting dimerized hairpin, a double-length 4-helix bundle, would minimize the “mushroom” phenomenon by maximizing the density of sulfhydryl residues at the gold and would account for the observation of patches that are higher than expected. Moreover, the occurrence of a mixed population, in which some proteins formed double-length hairpin structures while others retained the 4-helix bundle structure shown in Figure 1, might explain the relatively large range of heights observed in Figure 4.

In contrast to the nanografted patches, the self-exchanged patches exhibit a measured height above the gold substrate of approximately 5 nm, which is close to the height expected for the 4-helix bundle (Figure 1) attached to the surface through the Gly-Gly-Cys linker. Self-exchanged patches do not experience the confinement associated with nanografting and, therefore, would not feel the same lateral pressure to confine their widths by refolding into helical hairpins.

As discussed above, in our earlier studies with the synthetic 3-helix bundle \([\text{Fe}(\text{apValDCl26})_3]^{2+}\), all three helices were terminated with cysteines. Consequently, that construct may have been easier to nanograft because it did not suffer the size incompatibility between the protein and the sulfhydryl linker. (That situation would be analogous to packing mushrooms, with each mushroom having 3 stems.)

Although further measurements are certainly needed to improve the precision of these studies, it is already clear that measuring the energy stored in proteins by mechanical compression shows considerable promise as a method for probing the structural stability of proteins packed at high density. This approach will be particularly powerful if time-resolved measurements are used to reveal the relative relaxation times.

In summary, our results demonstrate that de novo proteins can readily be nanografted onto gold surfaces. Moreover, both synthetic 3-helix metalloproteins and genetically expressed binary patterned 4-helix bundles from combinatorial libraries can serve as nanografting samples. The variety of results observed for these two systems indicate that, prior to the incorporation of nanografted proteins into nanoscale biosensors, further studies must be conducted to optimize the protein-surface interactions.
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